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1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to give a simple new proof of Timan’s [7] 
approximation theorem based on the values of the given function at the zeros 
of Tchebycheff polynomials. The main idea of this paper is closely related to 
the extremely interesting work of Bernstein [2], concerning a modification 
of the formula of Lagrange, and to our earlier result [5]. Let 
T,(x) = cos ne, cos e = x (1.1) 
be the Tchebycheff polynomial of degree n. T,, has all its zeros in (-1, l), 
at the points 
Xkn = cos((2k - 1)/2n)Vr = cos -9kcn ) k = 1, 2,. .., n. u.21 
We denote by 
ek,(x> = (-l)“+l (1 - xLJ~‘~ Tnb9 
n x - Xkn 
(1.3) 
the fundamental polynomials of Lagrange interpolation based on the nodes 
Xklz . Bernstein [2] considered the following interpolation process based on 
the nodes (1.2). 
where 
%~[f, xl = i fcXkn> g)kn(X), 
I;=1 
?4n(x> = 3Mx) + 4&> 4 ’ 
9)n-l*n(X) = Lnb) ; 37Gz&) ) 
P)kvdX) = 
‘k-dx) + 24c7dx) + yk+l,n(x) 4 9 k = 2, 3,. .., n - 1. 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
Concerning R,[f, x] he proved the following. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let f(x) be an arbitrary continuous function in [- 1, + I]; 
then R,V, x] us defined by (1.4) converges unzj%rmZy to f(x) on [ - 1, + I]. 
We aim to give a precise estimate of R,lf, x] - f(x) in the following form. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let f(x) be an arbitrary continuous function in [ - 1, + l] 
having w(6) as its modulus of continuity. Then there exists a positive constant c 
independent of n, x, and f such that 
I US, xl - f(x>i < c [w ( (’ -nx2)1’z ) + o (-&)I . (1.6) 
Thus R,[f, x] as defined by (1.4) provides a new proof of Timan’s approxi- 
mation theorem. Compare our proof with order new proofs (see [3, 5, 6, and 
w. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For the sake of brevity let us fix n and let us denote xkn by xk , /J&X) by 
/k(x) and P)&x) by am. From 
. e sin 8,-e ~ = sin 2 e e e cos - - 2 2 cos -& 2 2 sin - 2 
it follows that 
. 8,-e ek e 8, e e + ek sin - 
2 
< sin - cos - + cos - sin - = sin - . 
2 2 2 2 2 (2.1) 
Since we can write 
2 sin ek 
cOse-cosek = cot e* - e + cot e + ek 2 2 ’ 
we obtain from (1.3) 
&(X) = (-lye [cot fyi + cot fq] . cm 
From (1.5) and (2.2) we have another representation of (k = 2,3,..., n - 1) 
~,(x)=(-lysne [cot Ok-;- e -2cotek; e ; cot B,,;- 0 
+ cot ok-, + e _ 2 cot ek + e + cot ek+1 + e 
2 2 1 2 . (2.3) 
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On using the trigonometric formula 
cot (a + h) - 2 cot a + cot (cx - h) = sin (,2f;;!y+ h) (2.4) 
for 01 = (0, & 0)/2 and h = rr/2n (2.3) can be written as 
Fk(X) = (-l) k cos n0 sin2(7r/2n) cowk - e)/2i 
n sin[(&, - @/2] sin[(&+, - 8)/2] 
cot[(ok + o/2) 
+ sin[(8k-I + 8)/2] sin[(&+l + 8)/2] 1 ’ (2.5) 
A direct computation shows that 
Yl(4 = 
cos ne sin3(7r/2n)(cos e + 2 cos e,) 
rz (COS e - cos e,)(c0s e - cos e,) 9 (2.6) 
and 
n+l cos ne sin3(77/2n)(cos e + 2 cos e,) 
dx) = ‘-~&OS 8 - ~0~ e _ )(cos e - cos e ) - (2-7) n1 72 
Finally we need (k = 2, 
9)kb) + 9)k+dx) = 
where 
3 ,***> n - 3,n - 2) 
(- 1)” cos ne sin3(7r/2n) 
It Lzkce) + rk(-e)i? (2.8) 
2 cos(T/2n) + cos(ek + 8 + +12~)) 
Ikce) = sin[(8k-I + 8)/2] sin[(& + 8)/2] sin[(8k+I + 8)/2] sin[(&+z + 8)/2] ’ 
(2.9) 
(2.8) is a simple consequence of (2.5). 
3. ESTIMATES OF q&) 
Now we prove 
LEMMA 3.1. I- [(j - I)/~]~ G e G (jj+ (j = I, 2 ,..., n), x = cos 8, 
then we have 
1 ski < zl”, (3.1) 
n-2 
1 ?kb)l G -4j _ 1)~ ifj+l<k=j+i<n,orl <k=j--icj-1, 
(3.2) 
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if1 =j-i<,j-- 1, (3.3) 
I FJ&)l G (i r”ly if’j+ 1 <n=j+i, (3.4) 
I PC(x) + ~7c+1(X)I G q& ifj+l<k=j+i<n, (3.5) 
I WC(X) + w-1w < & ifl<k=j-i<j-1. (3.6) 
Proof. Equation (3.1) follows from (1.5) and known estimates of L. Fejer 
(see 131). 
/ C,(x)/ < 2112. (3.7) 
Now we prove (3.2). For this purpose, we need 
. 8,--B > sin (2i - 1) ?7 > (2i - 1) sin - , 
2 2n ‘2n (3.8) 
which follows from sin 0 3 (2/n)6(0 < 0 < 7r/2), (j - l)rr/n < 19 < (jr/n), 
j = 1, 2,..., n for the cases j+l <k=j+i<n or 1 <k=j-i< 
j - 1. Proof of (3.3) and (3.4) follows from (2.6), (2.7), and (3.8). Proof of (3.5) 
is a simple consequence of (2.8), (2.9), and (3.8). Proof of (3.6) is similar to 
(3.5), so we omit the details. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2 (0. Kis [4]). Let (j - l)n/n < 8 < jr/n j = I,2 ,..., n, x = 
cos 8. Then we have 
1f(~~)-f(~)~~2w(~-~~~)“~ +2w$,k=j-l,j,j+l. wo 
Ifj+l <k=j+i<norl <k=j-i<,j--1 thenwehave 
I f(Xk) - f(x)] < 5w (-(j(l -nx2)1’2) ) + 130J ($) . (3.10) 
Inthecasej<k=j+i<n 
I fkd - mc+1>l < 40 ((l - ;2)1’2) + 2Ow (f) , (3.11) 
andifl <k=j-i<jthen 
1 f(Xk) - f(X&l)l < 4w ( (l -nx2q + 2ow ($) . (3.12) 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 easily prove our theorem. From (1.5) it follows 
that 
t1 TX(X) = g eke) = 1. 




= gl uk(x) + uI-l(x) + %w + %+dx) + i uk(x). (4.2) 
k=j+2 
Of course, ifj = 1 or 2 (or II - 1, n) the first (or last) summation will not 
appear. By (3.1) and (3.9) it follows that 
I G4l = I f(.%> - f(x)11 dx)l < 2 21’2 [w ( (l -nx2)1’2) + w ($)I . (4.3) 
We have similar estimates for Z&~(X) and qfl(x). Estimates of c’,z”, &(x) 
and cbj+, Qx) are similar. Let us now estimate 
T = f (ftxk> - f(x) P)k(d 
k=jt2 
For this purpose, we use the idea of grouping the sum in pairs. If the number 
of terms in the sum is even then we write 
T = (Uj+z(X) + Uf+~(x)) + **’ + (‘n-,(X) f ‘n(X)). 
In the other case we have 
T = (4+2(x> + ~I+B(x)) + *** + bz-2(x> + un-I(X)> + u,(x). 
On using Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 we obtain 
i(f(xk) - fcx)> vk(X) + (f(Xk+l) - fcx) ?k+l(x)/ 
= j(f(Xk) - f(X))(P)k(X) + qk+dx)) + (f(xk+l) - f(xk)> ~k+dx)I 3 
G&w [ ( (l --f2)li2) + w (f)] . 
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Hence we have 
I T I < 1679 [w ( (’ -nxz)l’z) + w ($)](c (i : 1)2 ) . (4.4) 
Here the summation on the right-hand side sums through the values 2,4,6,. . . . 
Combining (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4) proves the theorem. 
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